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Compression Test 
~ 5 samples of auexetic foam are cut into a circle 5 cm in diameter and tested  

~ Compression tests are carried out through a Shimadzu DV-201 with 

compression plates (5 cm in diameter) 

~ Testing speed is maintained at 10mm/min with 500N load cell 

~Once the top plate is in place load–displacement data was recorded by the 

software and is used to calculate the stress, strain and modulus 

Tension Test 
~ 5 samples of CNT coated auxetic foam, CNP coated auexetic foam,  Aged CNT 

coated auxetic foam and Aged CNP coated auxetic foam were cute into 10cm 

strips with width of 2cm and tested 

~The foam was then marked with 2 white lines to test for poisons ratio 

~Tension tests are carried out through a Shimadzu DV-201 with velocity set to 

10mm/min with 500N load cell 

~Once the foam broke the load-displacement data was recorded by the 

machine’s software and used to calculate the breaking strength, strain and 

modulus. 

Tear Resistance Test 
~ 5 samples of auxetic foam were cut into a block shape with a nominal 30 

mm cut down the center 

~The tear test was carried out through a Shimadzu DV-201 under an 

extension rate of 10mm/min 

~ The machine gradually pulled the top clamp up until the foam ruptured  

        An amputee’s quality of life is already hindered due to their lost limb; 

uncomfortable prosthetics should not add to their list of worries. auxetic foam’s 

ability to expand when stretched can improve an amputee’s quality of life 

tremendously. The focus of this experiment was to study the coating process of 

auxetic foam using multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) and graphite 

nanoplatelets (GNP), and examine the effects that environmental aging has on 

the mechanical properties of the different coated auxetic foams. A convenient 

and economic dip-coating process to fabricate smart auxetic foam with tunable 

Possion ratio, coated with MWCNT or GNP was developed. Each foam was put 

into an environmental chamber at 50°C and 80% RH for one week. After that, 

the samples were dried overnight in a vacuum at 70 °C One main property that 

makes auxetic foam so unique is its negative Poisson's Ratio. Compression, 

Tensile, and Tear Tests were compared between MWCNT coated auxetic foam 

and GNP coated auxetic foams before and after environmental aging. The 

Poisson’s Ratio was calculated based upon video data acquired during a 

Tension Test. The Poisson’s ratio of MWCNT coated auxetic foams exhibited a 

negative value of  -0.43, and GNP coated auxetic foams showed a similar trend 

before environmental aging. After environmental aging both coated auexetic 

foams exhibited a negative Poisson’s ratio throughout the entire range of strain 

being studied. The results of these tests support the idea that coated auexetic 

foam is resistant enough to survive tough conditions and has better mechanical 

properties then commercial foam allowing it to be used in a multitude of 

applications such as prosthetic legs.  

  

   

Figure 1: The Poisson’s ratio of 
MWCNT and GNP coated auxetic 

foams exhibited a negative value of 

-0.43 at small strain and increased 

continuously with increasing strain. 

After environmental aging, both 
foams still showed negative 

Poisson’s ratio throughout the entire 

range of strain being studied.  

Figure 2: The modulus of MWCNT 

coated auxetic foam (<10% strain) is 

55.6 kPa; and the GNP coated 

auxetic foam is 36.0 kPa. The 

results stayed consistant after 

environmental aging.  

Figure 3: Using a Tear Test the elastic 

modulus of MWCNT coated auxetic 

foam is 179.1 kPa compared and GNP 

coated auxetic foam is 227.4 kPa. The 

tensile elastic modulus of MWCNT 

coated auxetic foam after aging is 

210.5 kPa, and GNP coated auxetic 

foam after aging is 206.3 kPa. 

Fig. 4: the MWCNT coated auxetic 

foams exhibit tear strength of 692.7 N/

m, while GNP coated auxetic foams 

showed a value of 893.1 N/m. The tear 

strength of MWCNT coated auxetic 

foam after aging is 701.0 kPa, and GNP 

is 902.1 kPa. There is no decrease of 

tear property after one week of 

environmental aging.  
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~The Auexetic foam used in this lab was converted from 

conventional polyurethane foam to acquire Auxetic 

characteristics. 

~Using a dip-coating process the auxetic foam was coated with 

carbon nanotubes and graphite plates. 

~Auxetic foam expands when stretched, unlike ordinary foam 

that contracts. 

~Auxetic foam has a negative Poisson’s ratio. 

~The Poisson’s ratio is defined as a ratio of the lateral 

contractile strain to the longitudinal tensile strain for a material 

undergoing tension in the longitudinal direction. It shows how a 

material becomes thinner when it is stretched. 

~Substances with negative Poisson’s ratio, like Auexetic foam, 

have significantly higher piexoresistive sensitivity. 

~ Piexoresitive sensitivity is the change seen in the electrical 

resistance when an external force was applied to the foam. The 

strain from the applied force placed on the foam made it easier 

for the electrons in the foam to be excited allowing the foam to 

become more resistant. 

       The Poisson’s ratio of MWCNT and GNP coated Auexetic foam before and 

after environmental aging was negative throughout the entire range of strain 

being studied. There was no significant difference in comparing the Tensile, Tear, 

and Compression properties of MWCNT and GNP coated Auexetic foam before 

and after environmental aging. It was predicted that the environmental aging 

would not affect the mechanical properties of the foams. Since the mechanical 

properties of the foams were unaffected by the different coatings the cheapest 

coating should be used for product development. One main limitation for this 

experiment is that non-coated auxetic foam was never tested. This could decide 

if coating is needed at all to create the most durable foam. The next step in this 

experiment is to create a prosthetic sock using the cheapest and most durable 

coated or non-coated auxetic foam based on the results of the mechanical tests. 
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